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Teamwork: Lesson Two
By Arnoldo Mata
The second lesson of teamwork is all
about culture. Each organization has a unique
culture all its own. That culture determines
whether teams work well in your organization.
A simple definition of culture in organizations is the set of shared attitudes, values,
language, goals, behaviors and practices that determine how people behave. This sets the parameters for how teams work together.
An organization’s culture is critical for
its success. Each team in an organization has its
own culture, too. For example, in a group meeting, what kind of jokes are tolerated and which
aren’t. In some teams, jokes about sex, politics,
religion and other topics are discouraged. When
someone makes one of those kinds of comments,
people in the group will just look down or pretend they didn’t hear it. In other teams, that type
of humor might get a hearty laugh.
Google has done extensive research on
why teams work. As it turns out, the best teams
do not necessarily have the top people. The best
teams are those that are good at listening to each
other, where people feel that their ideas and
voices are paid attention to, and where feelings
are acknowledged. This is a very short summary

of what the Google research determined. You can
“google” it to get the details.
While the research indicates why some
teams work better, it also indicates that those elements only exist if the culture inside the team allows
it. Like the larger organizational culture, the team
culture is set, in large part, by the team leader, who
sets the tone for how the team operates. Where a
leader stifles discussion and sharing of ideas, people
shut down and stop offering ideas. Where a leader
controls the discussion and all the decisions, people
stop participating. They check out. They do their
job, but that’s all they do.
On the other hand, when the leader encourages open discussion and makes sure everyone has a
turn and time to speak, people feel empowered to
share their ideas. When people feel their ideas were
listened to and not ignored, they feel invested in the
team’s success and purpose.
The leader sets the tone for how people behave. They see how the leader behaves and modify
their behavior accordingly. They may push boundaries, as people do, but they know where the limits are.
Over time, that culture develops.
Teams need open communication to function effectively. They need to feel connected to what
they are doing and how that ties into the larger orga-

nizational purpose. That only happens when the
leader sets the proper environment and builds
solid, professional relationships within the team.
If that doesn’t happen, the team suffers.
Look at your team culture and ask the
following questions. Do team members feel
they can take risks without feeling they might
be embarrassed or belittled if they fail? Do team
members feel they can count on each other to
do high quality work on time? Are team goals,
roles and responsibilities clear? Do team members challenge each other’s ideas without being
confrontational? Do team members believe that
the work they’re doing matters to the organization? How do team members treat each other?
How do team members greet each other?
These are just a few things to look at,
but it will tell you a lot about your teamwork
culture. There are many ways to assess your team
culture. It would be best to have someone from
the outside look at it.
As the team leader, you set the tone and,
by extension, the culture for your team’s success.
Arnoldo Mata heads Leadership Resource Group.
He can be contacted at arnoldo.mata@hotmail.
com.
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Putting the Best Foot Forward
ter Henry Camargo had worked for a Mexican
boot company in design and hands-on production. He briefly partnered with a master bootmaker from Ciudad Victoria. While in Mexico,
Camargo made boot molds and dies for the day
he would have his own business.
Today Camargo and his brother Santos
sit on low cobbler’s seats, tapping wooden pegs
into American-leather soles or holding small
nails in their mouths as they stretch leather
around a boot mold with pliers. They secure
the temporary nails with a single tap from the
pliers. The smell of leather floats through the
Custom Made
small workshop open to the October breeze.
Camargo’s opened in Mercedes in 1982, af“You have to know how to draw,” said
Camargo, who has been
drawing since childhood.
Customers bring him a
design to modify or he
creates one to suit their
taste. He then measures
customers’ feet in several
places to insure a custom
fit. “The good thing about
our boots is, if your feet
swell, the leather stretches
because of the way the
leather was cut. The inside
of the boot molds to your
foot.”
Once the cut, height,
toe shape and design of
the boot are chosen, the
Camargo brothers begin
building a boot, cutting
the leather and then transferring the design in pencil to the chosen leather.
Stitching or inlaying a
design (maybe an orange
longhorn) or tooling the
leather is followed by the
painstaking putting together of the multiple
boot components in a
process that takes three to
four weeks. They work on
several pairs of boots at the
same time.
While Winter Texans
often walk in and buy a
handmade sample if it
fits, the bulk of Camargo’s
boot buyers are from out
of town. “Yesterday seven
people from out of the Valley came in to have boots
custom made. They value
Trainor Evans, who graduated from a university in Mexico City, poses with a boot honoring the Aztecas. (VBR)
By Eileen Mattei
Think of all the towns that have chosen a totem: Port Isabel’s porpoises, Louisville’s
horses, Mission’s butterflies, Chicago’s cows.
Mercedes is the only I know of that choose to
spotlight an industry: the bootmaking business.
At one time, Mercedes had 12 bootmakers, according to Hernan Gonzalez, the executive director of the Mercedes EDC.
When Mercedes’ bootmaking legacy
was chosen to represent the city, it was decided
that each four-and-a half-foot tall, aluminum
boot would sport a college logo. The goal was
to get people off the expressway and into town.
AC/DC signs of Weslaco has fabricated each of

the 30 sculptures.
“This is a boot with the right proportions,
based on a Rios of Mercedes boot,” Gonzalez said.
“This has given Mercedes public art and given people
a reason to come here. UTRGV President Guy Bailey called the boots a tribute to higher education.”
Today three boot brands flourish in Mercedes. One specializes in made-to-order, handcrafted
boots; another hand makes high-end boots from established patterns, and the third produces handmade
boots in competition with brands such as Justin and
Tony Lama.
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Spools of thread feed into the multi-stitch machine, creating some designs that could not Henry Camargo stitches a design into leather in front of a rack filled
be done by hand. (VBR)
with lasts or boot molds. (VBR)

the artistry and the service,” he said. The shop
uses only American leathers: ostrich, elk, frogskin, lizard, stingray, French calfskin, shark and
alligator dyed the colors of the rainbow. When

CHALLENGE
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TOMORROW
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FOR MID-TERM

MMA » Ready for College. Ready for Life..

Visit, call or email. TODAY.

MMA-TX.ORG

956.423.6006
admissions@MMA-TX.org
Marine Military Academy is a college-preparatory
boarding school for young men in grades 8-12.
320 Iwo Jima Blvd. » Harlingen, TX 78550

Camargo hand tools boots, he
often makes a matching belt.
The bootmaker has other talents. The machinery used
for trimming and finishing soles
and stitching designs is definitely vintage. “You have to know
how to fix it.” And about once a month, Camargo
is hired to showcase old-fashioned bootmaking at
southwest festivals and corporate events.
Camargo doesn’t see himself retiring. He
has one part-time apprentice and an 8-year-old
grandson who loves being in the shop.
Rios of Mercedes traces its roots back 160
years. Trainor Evans and his family got into the boot
business by doing fancy-stitching contract work at
a Mexico boot factory for an American company.
In the early 1970s, the subcontracting went so well
that they bought Rios of Mercedes.
“In the 1970s and 80s, when we started
growing, hardly a year went by without us losing an
employee who was starting his own business,” said
Evans, who runs Rios of Mercedes and Anderson
Bean with partner Pat Moody.
Handmade in America boots, constructed
with durable premium hides by master artisans,
command premium prices. At the Rios plant, the
muted rhythmic tapping of bootmakers at work
is heard, but none of the mechanical whines you
might expect from a production floor. That’s because the production of the high-end brand is
hands-on. For every size, half-size, width and toe
style, there is a different last (mold) the bootmakers use to shape the leather. “Here all you can hear
is quiet,” Evans said. “Our labor cost in a boot is
$80.”

The emphasis is on quality, even on
parts that are not visible, “but they know it
feels good on,” Evan explained. “We don’t have
quality inspectors. Everyone is responsible.”
Any of the artisans can stop the line
and send the proto-boot back to be torn apart
and started again. “It’s a matter of spending a
great deal of time learning the art. It breeds a
culture of realizing that this is not a one-man
show. This is a nicely built product we put out
and say it is as good as you can make it. There
are no secrets here.”
The completed Rios boot features genuine top-of-the-line calfskin or other leather
and natural soles. Rios also produces private label boots for top of the line retailers, if they take
at least 2,000 pairs per year.
“The whole market (for Americanmade high-end boots) is small, and we’ve got
most of that,” Evans said. The middle segment
of the boot market is much larger. “We knew
if we wanted to keep growing we had to get
into that level of sales.” In the late 1980s, they
launched Anderson Bean, maintaining quality standards in hand-lasting and hand-welting
boots, but adapting some things so the labor
costs on the middle market boots dropped to
$40. For example, when big sides of leather arrive, they are graded into number ones, which
go to Rios; number twos which go to Anderson

November 2016
A master bootmaker oversees each step in building a Rios of Mercedes boot. (VBR)

Bean. The leathers all come from farm raised
animals: snakes, ostriches, sting ray, alligator
and much more.
Anderson Bean is a larger, noisier, faster
paced factory although the bootmaking process
is similar, turning out what Evans calls “a nice
rodeo boot.” Here one room contains multistitch machines which finely stitch designs onto
leather for both brands. It embellishes 300 pairs
of boots daily, doing some things that couldn’t
be done before. He pointed out that certain
processes, like cording a top, are only possible
by hand.
The companies don’t use titles, but
Moody oversees sales and credit, Evans handles
production and finance and his son-in-law
Ryan Vaughan is in sales.
The first of Mercedes’ 30 logo boots
were funded by the EDC as part of their marketing campaign, but the last seven have been
privately funded. For the newest, a TAMUCorpus Christi boot, a Valley woman attending that school raised half of the needed $2,400
and the university matched that amount.
Clearly, both boots from Mercedes and
boots in Mercedes have widespread and lasting
appeal.
For more information, call Camargo at 565-6457
or see rioofmercedes.com.
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Santos Camargo pauses while hammering in wooden pegs that
attach the sole to the bottom of a custom-made boot. (VBR)
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Byrds’ Eye View of Fishing
By Eileen Mattei
“As long as there is water, people are going to fish,” said Sandra Byrd, who owns Port
Isabel’s Quik Stop with her husband Calvin.
The couple bought Roy’s Quik Stop in 1984
from his father and quickly converted the grocery store into a bait shop.
After reading about a bait stand that
also sold lingerie for fishermen to bring home
to placate their wives, Sandra realized she could
have more than a bait shop. The store has expanded four times and now sells outdoor apparel and gifts as well as bait, fishing tackle
and fresh seafood. “It’s great combination that
works for us. We are the only bait shop on the
water you can get to by boat.”
Years of merchandising experience have
resulted in tidy displays of polarized sunglasses
and large selections of Guy Harvey and Salt Life
clothing and accessories, as well flounder gigs,
surf weights, oxygen tablets for bait buckets and
more lures than you can shake a rod at. By the
rods and reels are snacks and caps, beer and boat
anchors.
“Like any small business you have to
learn who your clientele is and what are they

Revolving Loan Fund Program
Need Access to Capital?
Check out the Alamo Loan Program!
The city of Alamo is
ready for business, and
the Alamo EDC
wants to help
businesses looking to
expand or make Alamo
their new home.
The Alamo EDC is
prepared to provide
qualifying businesses
5% interest loans,
covering up to 75% of
the project cost.

Call Today for More Info!
"We Are Your Alamo"

(956) 787-6622 Alamo EDC • www.alamoedc.org
715 E. Business 83, Alamo, TX 78516
An Equal Opportunity Employer and Provider

Sandra Byrd is proud of the variety of fresh Gulf seafood available at Quik Stop. (VBR)

looking for. You try to service them all,” Sandra explained. Valley day trippers account for 70% of their
customers, while the rest are tourists.
“We provide a lot of tourist info. A part
of any small business is answering the same questions over and over with sincerity and enthusiasm:
‘Where’s the causeway? What’s the weather? What’s

biting?’ Customer service is what makes them want
to come back,” she said. “Lots of customers tell us
their mom and dad brought them here and now
they’re bringing their own kids in.”
Maintaining that long-term relationship is
important to the Byrds. Sandra says she is often on
the beach by dawn taking pictures of the jetties and
the bay and then posting the shots
on Facebook as part of a Byrds’ Eye
view, encouraging people to come
to the island. “I don’t know how I
became an expert on red tide. But
our customers want to hear from us
about local conditions, although we
have no control over Mother Nature.”
		
Yet Quik Stop prepares its
customers to have a good interaction with Mother Nature from tide
tables to helping the early angler go
after the fish. “We’re here by 5:30
a.m., and fishermen are waiting at
the door sometimes,” Calvin said.
Staying open until 9 p.m., the shop
caters to evening fishermen and fisherwomen, too.
		
Quik Stop has its own
dock on the channel where bait
shrimpers’ boats off load their lively
cargo. “Laguna Madre still provides
a livelihood for 15-20 bait shrimpIf you didn’t catch enough fish, Quik Stop has a freezer of tasty seafood ers,” said Sandra, noting that several
of the independently owned boats
and recipe suggestions.(VBR)

November 2016
A bait shrimper pulls into the Quik Stop dock to unload. (VBR)

supply the shop’s live wells. Frozen, packaged
bait ranges from small mullet, squid and ribbon
fish to sting ray (for sharks), boxed shrimp and
shiners.
“Seafood is a big part of what we do,”
Calvin said. Cases hold fresh seafood such as
locally caught Gulf shrimp (medium to super
jumbo), oysters and oyster meat from Reyes
Seafood in Laguna Heights, crabmeat and yellowfin tuna. Frozen delicacies include scarlet
snapper, lump crabmeat, scallops, stuffed crabs,
frog legs, grouper and crab cakes.
In September, between the summer
crowd and the arrival of Winter Texans, Quik
Stop takes advantage of a brief window to catch
up on maintenance chores like painting, even
though local anglers are active.
“We’re a small mom-and-pop and we
love our crew. We are a team here, and everybody’s ideas are valuable. We work hand in
hand, side by side bagging squid or whatever
has to be done,” Sandra explained. “Our philosophy is if you treat your employees good and
fairly, they will work very hard for you and try
to make this store successful. When we succeed
they succeed.” Quik Stop provides full health
insurance and free uniforms.
For more information, see Quik Stop on Facebook
or call 943-1159.
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Quik Stop staff bag fresh mullet and bait shrimp for fishermen while a tour group
watches. (VBR)
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The Pies Have It
By Henry Miller
Grandma’s cooking. For many, those
two words conjure up memories of good days
with family, where grandma might make her
secret-recipe menudo or chicken soup or apple
pie. It didn’t really matter what she brought. It
was grandma’s food – it
was comfort food.
Jean Petit and
his parents, Veronica
and Paul Petit, are now
sharing grandma’s cooking – real Mexico City
cooking – with the Rio
Grande Valley. Pies by
Petit began in May delivering their pies – similar to pot pies in looks
– through word of mouth and their website
(piesbypetit.com). They began simple enough,
with five flavor-packed pies to choose from;
picadillo, ham and cheese, mole, tuna and the
vegetarian rajas. The pies, baked inside a golden
brown shell and topped with the same savory
pastry, come in four sizes – appetizer (sold by
trays of 24 for $30), personal size for $5, a twoperson size for $8 and family size for $20. They

have since expanded to the South Jean Petit, 19, shows off the vegetarian selection rajas pie made with
Padre Island Farmer’s Market and a poblano peppers, onions, corn, Mexican cream, salt and queso panela
market in Harlingen.
(a Mexican cottage cheese). (VBR)
The work is done in a rental commercial kitchen, Mi Cocina
By The Hour, in McAllen. Veronica said that
they work
like an assembly
line, each
with different responsibilities.
“We complement
each other very well,” she said. “I
work on certain things like pastries
and the mole recipe and we both
work on the fillings.”
Veronica’s mom had made
the delicious pastries and brought
them for family gatherings. There
was no special name for them –
just a special taste to go with fond
memories. “All of the savory dishes
are ones my mom would prepare
for us when I was a kid and I
learned how. The sweet ones I
came up with on my own.”
While Veronica and Paul
are not new to the entrepreneur
world, this is Jean’s first step into
it, other than helping his dad with
his business, Valet Parking. “I’ve always enjoyed cooking and was interested in making different foods,”
said Paul, a 19-year-old student
at South Texas College, studying
business. “We moved to the United
States when I was 2 so this is also a
good way for me to remember my
Mexican roots and bring some true
Mexican cooking to the Valley. It’s
something different to try.”
The three-person operation has watched its business steadily grow in a rather short period of
time, both in sales and in variety
of pies. The rajas pie wasn’t on the
original menu, but customers were
continually asking for a vegetarian
dish. The mixture of poblano peppers, onions, corn, Mexican cream,
salt and queso panela (a Mexican
cottage cheese) has grown to be a
consumer favorite.
The two latest pies have
Veronica Petit holds onto a mole pie awaiting its top layer of pastry. taken the business into a different
(VBR)
area – the sweet side of cooking.

“I’ve always enjoyed cooking and was interested in
making different foods.”
--Paul Petit

Pies by Petit offers a Mexican apple pie (with
dulce de leche instead of caramel) and a pineapple cheesecake for those with a sweet tooth.
Of course, it all means more work
for the Petits, and that’s fine. Jean has taken
culinary arts classes at South Texas College,
although they focused more on European and
especially French dishes. He wants to take more
culinary classes on Mexican food and would like
to expand the business enough to have what’s a
rapidly growing business venture – a food truck.
“I think that would be just a really cool
thing to do,” Jean said. “Right now I’m learning
that there’s really not a lot of free time for me.
I’m either in school or studying or working. I
work six days a week and Saturdays are my only
day off – until we start selling in Harlingen.”
“The process takes about an hour to
complete a pie,” Jean said. The filling is done
in advance, which cuts down time on group orders. “And people have been suggesting other
types of pies, like using chicken for the picadillo
one.”

Switch your merchant payment processing
to IBC Bank Merchant Services and get
up to a $100* account credit.
IBC Bank Merchant Services can help you transform your business with solutions
for all you do, and all you want to do.
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Offer is valid per tax-ID. Promotion subject to change or modification at any time. Offer cannot be combined with other offers. Stated offer is valid for new IBC Bank Merchant Services customers from 9/1/2016 through 11/30/2016 that are
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sold separately. Offer valid only in the United States.
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A full-size rajas pie sits in the foreground while a
shell awaits it filling in the background from Pies
By Petit. (VBR)
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Protection From Cyber Attacks
By Eileen Mattei
“I wanted to be in business for myself, but not in business by myself,” said LaKesha Brooks, CEO/president of Fastest Labs in
McAllen. Brooks, who had been director of
clinical operations at the School of Medicine
for UT-San Antonio Health Science Center, followed a long-term desire to open her own business when she became the first Valley franchisee
of the drug testing company in August.
“Statistics show that employees who
abuse drugs are more likely to have more accidents and higher rates of absenteeism. Drug
testing can help business owners have a safer
workplace, and it helps employees get the help
they need,” Brooks explained. After years of decreasing drug use among employees, the trend
appears to be reversing and worker drug use is
rising, according to an August Wall Street Journal story. In 2015, 4% of the workers tested,
including those in “safety-sensitive”industries,
tested positive for illicit drug use.
Backed by her experience in laboratory services, Brooks researched different franchises. “What attracted me to Fastest Labs was
that the franchise owner creates a culture that

supports franchisees. When I LaKesha Brooks put her experience in medical administration to work
interviewed some of the other when she bought the first Valley franchise of Fastest Labs. (VBR)
franchisees (I recommend that
for any one), all of them said
their questions were always answered speedily. They told me
the training was excellent, and
they felt confident in opening
and running their business.”
Brooks herself felt a
welcome and camaraderie from
the 20 current franchisees.
“We have communications
systems online where we can
chat and ask questions.” An
important point for many Fastest franchisees is the low cost of
entry: a breath-alcohol testing
machine and urine testing supplies, sourced through the parent company.
Brooks started with
week-long training in San Antonio followed by two start, we assist with developing and implementweeks of online training and continuous education. ing a drug-free policy and can manage the pro“The home office provided great training from the gram for you. More non-DOT companies see
marketing standpoint. My background in manage- the value in a drug-free workplace,” Brooks said.
ment in health care operations was of great benefit, From municipalities and healthcare businesses
but you don’t necessarily have to have that. You to construction and service industries, compadepend on the expertise of franchisors.”
nies with foresight and leadership tend to make
Fed DOT requires the companies that it passing a drug test a condition of employment.
regulates to have 25% of their employees tested Fastest offers training for supervisors to identify
randomly for drugs annually. After workplace ac- use of illicit substances. It also can provide backcidents, workman’s comp insurers generally require ground checks.
drug and alcohol testing. So the demand exists for
Fastest Labs’ menu of services includes
drug screening, but it often takes days to schedule personal, informational tests, Brooks said. The
drug screening and to get the results.
DNA testing for paternity and ancestry data that
“With Fastest, we can often give urine drug they do is court admissible. “All the parties don’t
screens results within five minutes. In safety sen- have to be here at the same time for DNA testsitive positions like those operating heavy machin- ing.”
ery, it is critical to have fast turnaround,” Brooks
Networking, along with the franchisor’s
said. The 10-panel drug screen tests for the most reputation, is crucial in making a success of a
commonly abused substances, which includes mari- franchise. “My plan is to continue to be engaged
juana, cocaine, opiates, amphetamines, methadone, involved in the community here.” She serves on
Ecstasy and barbiturates. Each of Fastest Lab’s cli- the board of the Women’s Business Alliance and
ents designates an employer representative who is belongs to the Organization of Women Executhe only one authorized to receive the confidential tives, Fem City and the National Hispanic Proresults via email or mail. “We do not release any fessional Organization. “Those have been great
results over the phone,” Brooks added.
avenues to meet and connect with others. We
“If a result comes up non-negative, we send can support and be of assistance to one other.”
the sample to an affiliated, certified laboratory for
“It is intriguing and exciting going from
confirmation,” Brooks said. The results are accept- management to business ownership. Being able
able for employment purposes and DOT require- to educate businesses and then provide the serments.
vice in affordable and quick manner is satisfyUrine tests can reveal drug usage within a ing,” she said. “This business is scalable. It makes
30-day span, while saliva focuses on drug use within sense to open up more than one unit.”
24 hours and hair follicle tests screen for a 90-day
period.
For more information see fastestslabs.com /McAl“For companies that don’t know where to len.
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Laser Lux has New Owners
By George Cox
Laura and Cruz Lopez, shown with Richard Lopez, purchased Laser Lux earlier this year. (VBR)
Texas natives Cruz and
Laura Lopez were living in Florida
when they decided they wanted
to return to the Lone Star State.
Cruz was a plant supervisor for Air
Products and Chemicals and Laura
was a stay-at-home mom when they
started their search for a livelihood
that would take them back to Texas.
During their job hunt, they came
across an online posting advertising
a business for sale in Mercedes.
As they researched the opportunity, the pieces began to fall in
place. In January 2016 the couple
took over ownership of Laser Lux
from the previous owner Richard
Salinas, who had operated the business for 27 years.
“I had never been to the
Valley before,” Cruz said. “We came
down and looked around, and we
were pretty impressed. Everybody is
really friendly.”
Cruz is from San Antonio
and Laura hails from Temple. The

Open Thursday - Sunday 11am to 4pm
(or until sold out)

(956) 565-2246
546 Hidalgo St, Mercedes, TX 78570

couple saw the potential to grow an established
business on their own terms. “We decided we
were going to take control of our own destiny,”
Laura said.
Located on Expressway 83 in Mercedes, Laser Lux specializes in toner cartridges
for printers and copiers, and also offers inkjet
printer inks, office machine repair, accessories
and used printer and copier sales. An authorized
HP dealer, Laser Lux also carries and services
toner cartridges of just about every brand.
The Lopezes worked on the deal for
more than three months, negotiating with Salinas and working with banks to obtain financing.
“Once things started moving forward and we
were feeling positive about it, calls for job interviews began to slow down, so we felt the time
was right,” Laura said. “It feels great. It’s a little
scary at times but it’s nice and it’s fun, too.”
The previous owner is not directly involved with the business anymore, but Salinas
remains available to consult with the new owners.
“He has been a tremendous help,” Cruz
said. “In fact, I just got an email from him this
morning.”
The heart of the business is the sale, recycling and rebuilding of toner cartridges, which
is a bit more complex that it sounds.
Almost every printer or copier, even
within the same company brand, has its own

cartridge design. When Laser Lux receives a
used cartridge, technicians take it apart and rebuild it as if it were a new cartridge.
“What we use are the shells and rebuild
everything inside with new parts,” Cruz said.
“You have to be very careful, because there are
lots of very tiny parts inside. But in the end it
works just as well at the original product.”
In addition to the Lopezes, Laser Lux
has four full-time employees, including Cruz’s
brother Steve, and they recently added a parttime position.
As a small business, the new owners
take pride in continuing the tradition of personal service that has always been a hallmark of
Laser Lux, right down to pickup and delivery of
toner cartridges.
“You don’t get that so much anymore,”
Cruz said about the level of personalized customer service. “We have customers that will
only use Laser Lux because they like it.”
Laser Lux serves numerous large institutions like the University of Texas Rio Grande
Valley, area school districts, banks and local government offices, among others.
But the customer base also includes
small businesses and individuals, and that’s an
area where the Lopezes want to expand.
“One thing we learned from Richard
was to go after the small businesses,” Cruz said.
“And the product pretty much sells itself, so that
helps. And a lot of people don’t know it, but
we can get just about any cartridge you might
need,” Cruz said.
Customers can also order from the
company website, laserlux.com, but Cruz said a
lot of customers still prefer to call or stop by the
office to make a personal connection with the
business.
“Everybody seems to feel better when
they call or come by,” Cruz said. “They feel
more confident they will get the right thing that
way.”
The Lopezes spend time whenever they
can getting to know more people in the Valley, attending chamber mixers and other events
where they can network with business owners.
In addition, the Lopezes are designing and ordering new signage to make their location more
visible from the expressway.
While they are adjusting to owning a
business, Cruz and Laura work long hours but
also enjoy the flexibility it allows, making it
possible for them to remain involved with their
children’s activities.
And they have no regrets about leaving
Florida after living there for two years. “We’re
glad to be back in Texas,” Cruz said. “The people in Florida were nice, but it wasn’t Texas.”
For more information, see Laserlux.com.
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Businesses
Giving Back
Mr. G Propane
By Eileen Mattei
“If there has been growth at Mr. G Propane, it is because of the foundation my father
set,” said Zinnia Elizondo, marketing director
of the Mission-based company. Amador Garcia, her father, was a migrant worker born in
Ciudad Mier, who went on to serve in the U.S.
Army, get a degree in education, and follow his
entrepreneurial talents to open two convenience
stores. In 1990 he bought a bobtail truck and
began delivering propane to houses and businesses across the Valley. He grew Mr. G Propane
by acquiring small propane companies and increasing the product line and customer base.
When Garcia died suddenly at age 55
in 2002, his widow Noemi, daughter Zinnia
and son Omar took over. They had all worked
with the business, so Noemi took on the CEO
responsibilities, Omar became operations manager and Zinnia stepped into management of
marketing and social media. “We all have our
niche, what we like to do,” said Zinnia.
Mr. G Propane and the Garcia family
give back to the community as a way to honor
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Mr.G Propane serves customers who bring in portable propane bottles as well a delivering to homes across the
Valley. (VBR)

Amador’s memory. Because he was a veteran, much
of their efforts focus on assisting and honoring veterans. Veterans receive a 5% discount on propane and
a company delivery truck has camouflage wrap.
But the family wanted to make more of a
commitment to local veterans, Zinnia explained.
After mulling possibilities for five years, she and
friend recently started the non-profit Operation
Murph, whose president is retired Air Force Master
Sergeant Mario Romero.
The group has a short-term goal of advocating for veterans by educating businesses, such as
restaurants, and city and county departments about
state and federal laws regarding guidelines of the
American Disabilities Act. They highlight the use
of service dogs by veterans with PTSD and the fact
that they must be allowed inside public places.
“Many of the veterans that I have met have
service dogs, but they tell me that many places have
denied them service because they have their dogs
with them,” Zinnia said. “Any time we do a presentation at a restaurant, we put an Operation Murph
sticker on their door that reads ‘This establishment
is friendly to service dogs.’”
Getting a service dog through the VA costs
thousands of dollars and takes a long time, according to Zinnia. Operation Murph aims to take a local approach by helping match veterans with PTSD
with rescue dogs, creating a program that will train
service dogs at an affordable cost for them. “The individual needs to bond with the dog,” and the two
can help each other. The group intends to bring the
concerns of veterans and others with disabilities to
the attention of local leaders.

In another outreach, Mr. G Propane
held its first blood drive in September and plans
to hold one twice a year. “Many people had never given blood before, and they came here because they feel like they know us after 25 years,”
said Noemi. “This makes them aware of things
they can do for each other, and it doesn’t cost
them anything. We know we are saving adults
and children with one pint of blood.” Raising
awareness through the UBS on-site collection is
important, and the company provides an incentive for those who donate. A customer recently
told Noemi that he had received a blood transfusion, and she told him blood was available
because of compassionate residents of the community.
Mr. G Propane also participates in the
Adopt-a-Highway program, taking care of a
two-mile stretch of La Homa Road that includes
their business frontage.
Working to keep the business successful, besides being a tribute to the founder,
reflects a commitment to the business’s 14
employees, their families and customers Valleywide. “Several hundred customers have been
with us since the very beginning, back when
the convenience stores refilled customers’ portable propane bottles,” Noemi said. “With the
population growth, our sales have increased tremendously.” In fact, Mr. G has won TPW bids
state-wide, including contracts in the Big Bend
area.
“We respect Mr. G’s tenacity. He
showed us the way,” Zinnia concluded.
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SBDC Celebrates its Successes
By Eileen Mattei
The Small Business Development Center’s Spirit of the Entrepreneur Showcase resembled a Valley Business Report reunion. Three
business owners who had been featured in VBR
articles were there giving talks about their remarkable progress in the past year. They each
thanked SBDC staff for providing critical advice and assistance that paved the way for them.
Lamar Jones, of Janktified Goodness
LLC, has seen his Jank barbecue sauce move
from a homemade product to a celebrated sauce
with an H-E-B exclusivity contract. “When I
first worked with Aaron Gonzalez, I had the idea
for the Jank, but no packaging,” he recalled. But
after Gonzalez encouraged him to pursue available funding, Jones captured a McAllen innovation grant. The Jank was entered into H-E-B’s
Primo Pick contest and, without winning, was
distributed to 169 stores earlier this year. “HE-B is happy with the product movement. Everything’s moving quicker than I expected,” said
Jones, who has filmed an H-E-B commercial for
his product line. “I’m humbled by the people
I’ve met,” Jones said. “My plans have changed
along the way. Originally I was set on having my
own plant. Now my main goal and focus is to
create opportunities and pay it forward.”
Pilar Gonzalez of Habibi Gourmet has
seen her Dip-It yogurt sauces stocked on H-EB shelves across Texas, after placing second in
H-E-B’s Primo Pick contest. “SBDC not only
provided the tools, the people and the resources,
they did everything I could imagine to make my
dream come true. They asked me to raise my
expectations.” So she entered and won Mission’s
Ruby Red Ventures grants and the H-E-B contest. Gonzalez has gone from making the tasty
yogurt dip in her kitchen to opening her own
factory to produce the healthy, flavorful dips.
The Knife Glider that Sam and Jennifer
Shipp of Brilliant Investors LLC began working on in their kitchen in 2010 has achieved
rarified levels. After winning innovation and
business plan contests in Mission and McAllen,
the Shipps have taken their product national,
including an appearance on “Good Morning
America” last year. The cut-preventing product
will be available on Walmart.com and on shelves
at Bed Bath & Beyond. The couple might also
appear on a Shark Tank spinoff.
Other new business owners at the showcase had compelling stories and advice. “It isn’t
easy,” said Laura Gonzalez, owner of the Loretto
Bistro, which has been open for 13 months. “It’s
not enough to want your own business. If you
are not passionate, you will lose your spirit. You
must believe you can be successful and work to

improve yourself. It Al Salgado, executive director of South-West Texas Border SBDC region, came to
won’t be easy, but it Edinburg to congratulate successful business owners and the SBDC counselors who
will all be worth it.” assisted them. (VBR)
“I have taken full advantage of
the SBDC program.
SBDC has been
there every step of
the way. And now we
have come full circle:
they are my customers.” Loretto Bistro
provided salmon and
shrimp flatbread appetizers at the showcase. She considers
counselor Janie Caballero her personal
business cheerleader.
House and gardens have opened as an event cenAriel King and her husband bought the his- ter and B&B. “I now have events booked for the
toric William Jennings Bryan House in Dec. 2014, next six months,” said King. Murder mystery
hoping to save and restore the structure in Mission. parties, B&B stays, weddings, photo shoots and
“Preservation and restoration begin on the commu- workshops are all helping the Bryan House pay
nity level,” King said. With SBDC advice, she devel- its way.
oped strategies and goals, moving the project along
and participating in Ruby Red Ventures. The Bryan For more information, see utrgv.edu/sbdc.
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Non-profit that Owns Businesses
By Henry Miller
Bobby Calvillo listened to Javier Fernandez talk about his daughter Briana and the
challenges of working and traveling to Houston
where Briana’s medical needs were addressed.
Calvillo, executive director of the non-profit
Affordable Homes of South Texas, knew something needed to be done, and he was in a position to help.
The Weslaco and McAllen Blimpie
restaurants, which are owned by Affordable
Homes through subsidiaries, has a Day of Giving Program, where a person or family in need
receives funds raised by the program over a twomonth period. But during the summer, business
slowed down, especially in the McAllen location
next to South Texas College. Fernandez, a selfemployed home appliance repairman, talked
of balancing a big job he had to finish on a
tight deadline that coincided with the time his
daughter – diagnosed with brain cancer for the
second time—needed to be treated.
“I knew we had to do something. He is
such a humble man and his family is so wonderful,” Calvillo said. “Briana is just a beautiful girl
with a wonderful spirit. So we decided to expand

THE WEB TEAM
YOU’VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR

www.mpcstudios.com

the pro- Albert Barrera, business development manager for TuCasa Investments, a parent company of
gram for Blimpie, stands in front of the fundraising T-shirts and customers can purchase to help raise
the entire money for a person or family in need. T-shirts are $10, and $5 goes to the cost of the shirt and
summer.” the other $5 to the “Day of Giving” campaign. (VBR)
F u n d s
were raised
in a variety
of ways:
a certain
percentage coming from
store sales,
and 100%
of online
donations,
cash donations at
the
register, and
net profits
from Day
of Giving
T- s h i r t s
going toward the
cause.
The two Blimpie restaurants are indepen- purchase a home. Briana, a McAllen Memorial
dently owned and operated by Esperanza on Fifth, High School senior, is the latest of the recipients.
a subsidiary owned by TuCasa Investments, which “What a great way to give back to the commuwas formed by Affordable Homes. The non-profit nity in multiple ways,” said Albert Barrera, busitook the unusual step of creating the different enti- ness development manager for TuCasa Investties that sit under its wings when faced with a crisis. ments and a spokesman for the Day of Giving.
The non-profit was confronted with a $900,000 cut “Being owned by a non-profit is a lot different
of county funds from one year to the next, a 90% than for a for-profit. It’s nice to be able to raise
decrease from the $1 million provided the year be- money for people like Briana. With the profits
fore. “Esperanza is the Spanish word for hope. We going back to AHST, we are able to establish
communities and give back.”
hoped it would do well,” explained Calvillo.
The Fernandezes received their check in
“We as a board got together and started
working on a plan to develop additional funding time to take another trek to Houston, helping to
opportunities for the organization,” Calvillo said. cover expenses. Brianna’s cancer has once again
“We created layers and entities that could create gone into remission, but she is overwhelmed
more streams of money to help replace the loss of with the community support she received and is
funds from not only that cut, but from budget cuts.” receiving.
“I’m recovering and don’t need to take
TuCasa Investments, Esperanza on Fifth and the
any
treatments
and continue to work on my
two Blimpie locations are some of those created opportunities. Other entities include Hope Insurance, coordination,” said Briana who played as an
a construction company, a real estate company, a outside hitter on the Lady Mustangs volleyball
team. “I can’t even explain the help from school
property management company and others.
“Any profits generated from our companies and family and especially Blimpie. When they
go right into the funding of Affordable Homes,” contacted me as one of the recipients, I was truly
Calvillo said. “So it goes back into the community.” speechless. I’m so thankful to have been a part of
Affordable Homes of South Texas is in its 40th year the program and all the support that came from
of providing affordable housing to eligible families. it.”
When someone purchases food during one of the
selected Days of Giving (usually on a Wednesday For more information, see ahsti.org. or Blimpie
mid-month), they are not only supporting the re- Weslaco on Facebook.
cipient of the program but also a family looking to

Vet Waiver
By Ismael Delgado
Did you know that the State of Texas has
an incorporation fee waiver-program for veteranowned businesses? Due to costly legal fees to incorporate, many small businesses launch as sole proprietorships. This simple process normally consists
of registering the business name (also known as
Assumed Name or Doing Business As) at the local
courthouse for a nominal fee. This step is distinct
from any other legal requirements that a business’s
specific industry may require at the federal, state,
county and or city level, such as health, zoning
and construction permits, among other requisites.
If a legal problem should arise in the business, however, the low-cost, easy method to register as a sole proprietor would not shield the owner
from litigation against his or her personal assets.
This is an exceeding risky position to be in. Business owners may face possible losses of both business and personal assets in the event that they lose
a lawsuit. This is why many savvy business owners
eventually opt to change their business legal structure to some form of corporation, a designation
that distinguishes between personal and business
assets and limits business liability to business assets.
Lamentably, some small businesses never
achieve this transition, as switching from a sole
proprietorship to some sort of a corporate structure can be pricey and time-consuming. Fortunately, for veterans seeking to incorporate their
businesses, Texas has an incorporation fee waiverprogram. Under Senate Bill 1049, veteran-owned
businesses are waived from “all fees imposed under the Business Organizations Code until the
completion of the fifth anniversary of the date on
which the entity was formed or the date on which
the taxable entity ceases to qualify as a new, veteran-owned business.”
In addition to the fee waiver to incorporate with the Texas Secretary of State, Texas also
offers its veteran-owned businesses tax waivers for
business franchise taxes. The fee and tax waivers
are excellent benefits for Texas businesses owned
by veterans, who continue to contribute to society
in the form of small business ownership and job
creation.
The mission of the UTRGV Veterans
Business Outreach Center is to help create, retain
and develop businesses and to contribute to the
success of entrepreneurs who are members or retirees of the U.S. military community. VBOC staff
are not licensed attorneys to provide legal counseling. It is recommended that business owners seek
legal counseling from an attorney regarding any
legal business matter.
For more info call 665-8931 or see utrgv.edu/vboc.
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In the Spot light

The grand opening of the Center for Education and Economic Development and
naming of the Entrepreneurship Hall took place in Mission on Oct. 12. (VBR)

The ground breaking ceremony of Bob’s Steak & Chop House at The Shoppes
of the Rio Grande Valley in Edinburg was attended by John Toic, president
of First Hartford Corp., Edna De Saro, president of De Saro Rodriguez
Advertising Agency & Peter Higgins, managing partner of Bob’s Steak &
Chop House. (VBR)
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